Privacy preservation is that the most targeted issue in information publication, because the sensitive data shouldn't be leaked. For this sake, several privacy preservation data mining algorithms are proposed. In this work, feature selection using evolutionary algorithm and data masking coupled with slicing is treated as a multiple objective optimisation to preserve privacy. To start with, Genetic Algorithm (GA) is carried out over the datasets to perceive the sensitive attributes and prioritise the attributes for treatment as per their determined sensitive level. In the next phase, to distort the data, noise is added to the higher level sensitive value using Hybrid Data Transformation (HDT) method. In the following phase slicing algorithm groups the correlated attributes organized and by this means reduces the dimensionality by retaining the Advanced Clustering Algorithm (ACA). With the aim of getting the optimal dimensions of buckets, tuple segregating is accomplished by Metaheuristic Firefly Algorithm (MFA). The investigational consequences imply that the anticipated technique can reserve confidentiality and therefore the information utility is additionally high.
INTRODUCTION
Data mining covenants by means of the technique of extracting helpful data from the databases and sorts this into helpful information. Data mining possesses many dimensions like text mining, web mining, information clumping, information organization and confidentiality protection etc. Confidentiality preservation is the utmost problem of research in information ebook and it offers practices for business organization to accumulate useful information. Typically the stages needed for doing the data mining obligations are information collection and information publication. In the information collection phase, the data handler gathers the data from the data possessor. The data publication department offers with the discharge of collected data to an information miner or to the information recipient. The information receiver excavates the available information. Confidentiality protection in information processing is sensitive, as a result of the individuality and different personal details mustn't be disclosed, despite the fact broadcasting information. But it must ensure data utility.
There exist three methods to acquire privacy preservation. They are perturbation, anonymization and cryptography [1] . The central theme of privacy preservation is to supply security to the sensitive data before publication. But in greater dimensional information set a whole ration of examination is necessary to separate the characteristics to Quasi Identifier (QI), sensitive attributes (SA) and non-sensitive (NS) attributes. Sometimes a characteristic may be entitled as in cooperation SA and QI which may perhaps result in troubles even as considering them with confidentiality practices. In this work, priority level of the sensitive attributes are diagnosed and labeled as high, medium or low based on the sensitive data vulnerability score. If the sensitive level of the data is high, it is identified as SA, and if they have mid-level they are identified as QI, actually small or no rank standards are measured as NS characteristics. If the sensitive level is higher, then there is higher the poor impact of any misuse of data. Hence higher sensitive level, the more potent techniques are needed to anonymise the data. Therefore, SA attributes are masked with three layered protection using HDT. The masked data are anonymised in addition using slicing algorithm to preserve confidentiality over horizontal and vertical segregating. In the vertical segregating stage, the pertinent characteristics are grouped with the aid of employing an ACA. In the succeeding stage the MFA accumulates the tuples into buckets in a horizontal way and guarantees l-diversity in every bucket. We have analyzed different data transformation methods like fuzzy C means, translation, rotation and scaling upon two different datasets. On analysis, we found that our multiple objective optimization algorithms outperform the others and produced better result in terms of accuracy, utility and privacy.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Privacy Preserving Data Mining (PPDM) is a promising research area that goes for averting security breaks which can happen while mining the information [1] [2] [3] . The motivation behind PPDM calculation is to change the first information, to look after protection that winds up in low level of information leakage. This may pave method for rendering smart mining results. Data anonymisation approaches preserves individual privacy using the methods such as k-anonymity using generalization [1] . These methods transform the dataset into k indistinguishable records from each other. Mostly, k-anonymity concept is employed by the PPDM algorithms so as to assure privacy [5] . But this method is not suitable for high dimensional data and to search out optimal k-anonymous datasets over generalization and is esteemed as NP-Hard [6] [7] . The work presented in [8] deals with a general taxonomy and number of other generalization schemes are compared. In [9] , a genetic framework is developed to look the simplest best set of generalization in order to satisfy k-anonymity constraints. So, every generalization is treated as a chromosome and this technique used very less memory and provided better results.
The work proposed in [10] provides security by a base up generalization theme. In [11] , a generalization technique for classification by using K-anonymity is planned and it is a top down specialization algorithmic principle. This algorithmic rule is better than the base-up approach. In [12] , the improvement to the algorithmic rule conferred in [11] is created. Several clustering techniques are proposed in [13] for generating domain hierarchies.
In [14] , fuzzy logic is utilised to preserve sensitive information. At initially, the dataset is gathered and after that by employing a fuzzy membership utility, noise is added. A hybrid evolutionary algorithm using Genetic Algorithm and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is proposed in [15] . The major drawback is that the PSO converges easily to a stable point. Genetic algorithms are significantly helpful in feature selection, while mining the data [16] [17] [18] . A genetic algorithm grounded structure is proposed in [19] to determine feature set segregating responsibilities. In [20] , it is instructed that Genetic algorithms are useful particularly when the hunt space is massive. In this work, feature selection using evolutionary algorithm and data masking coupled with slicing is treated as a multiple objective optimization to preserve privacy.
PROPOSED WORK
First of all the GA is carried out over the dataset to discover the sensitive attributes and prioritise them for treatment as in line with their determined sensitive level. In the next phase, Hybrid Data Transformation function is used to feature noise to the higher level of sensitive values which releases distorted data. This is accompanied by applying slicing algorithm wherein vertical partition organizations the correlated attributes through using ACA. Tuple segregating is carried out via MFA to acquire the optimal dimensions of buckets. The experimental consequences imply that the proposed technique can maintain privacy of data, and thereby improves the information utility and accuracy. The architecture of the proposed work is as follows: 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS PHASE BY GENETIC ALGORITHM
The search technique applied for sensitivity analysis is Genetic algorithm. The objective of this section is to pick out the priority level of the sensitive attributes. The sensitive level of the attributes can be labelled as high, medium or low. If the sensitive level is higher, then there may be better the poor impact of any misuse of data. Thus higher sensitive level, the stronger techniques are needed to anonymise the data.
The sensitive data vulnerability score for the attributes are identified as below. Genetic algorithm is an optimization algorithm employed for extracting the desirable features. The genetic operators powers up GA through selection, cross over and mutation. The initial population is created by using the formula
where, I denote individuals. Fitness function is used to evaluate the individuals involved within the population. The fitness function of every individual is calculated, so as to choose an individual for reproduction.
where, m is no. of attributes, n is no. of samples, f(Si) is fitness for a sample Si and Vi(aj) is value of attribute aj. Each newly generated population is evaluated by evaluation criteria. The evaluation criteria employed for ranking is Information Gain, which calculates the probability of individual selection, on rank basis with respect to fitness values. Calculate the Information Gain (IG) by using,
where, aj is the ratio of conditional attribute a in dataset. When Aj has |Aj| kinds of attribute values and condition attribute aj partitions set a using attribute Aj, the value of information E (Aj) is defined as,
The individuals with high fitness values are selected as parents to produce offspring. Crossover is the next step. After crossover, mutation is the step that follows and the process is carried out with 
Genetic Algorithm with Information Gain:
Step 1: Create initial population of individuals 
HYBRID DATA TRANSFORMATION (HDT) METHOD
The process of data transformation method hides the sensitive information without loss of information and ensures the original dataset is equal to the distorted dataset. If the database consists of categorical data, it is transformed into binary attribute and mapped to numeric value. In the hybrid data transformation scheme, we select randomly one operation for each confidential attribute that can take the values {Add, mult, Rotate} in the set of operations. Thus, each confidential attribute is perturbed using an additive noise, multiplicative noise term followed by a rotation.
In the Translation Data Transformation Method, SA is masked through including noise. Similarly in the Scaling Data Transformation approach, SA attributes masked through the usage of multiplicative noise. In the Rotation Data Transformation Method noise is added in terms of usual rotation angle amongst the characteristics Ai and Aj. Contrasting the preceding approaches, Rotation Data Transformation may be functional added than when some intimate characteristics. Thus, every private characteristic is transformed using an additive, a multiplicative noise term, or a rotation. The outline of the algorithm is as follows:
HDT Algorithm:

Begin
Step 
SLICING WITH CLUSTERING TECHNIQUES
Cluster analysis is the technique of grouping the related records collectively that is used for further processing and classification [16] . The Slicing based anonymization method partition the data set into vertical partition and horizontal column. In vertical partitioning section correlated attributes are grouped into one column and the column does not have any correlation among other column. In tuple partitioning segment, tuples are grouped into the bucket and each column attributes break the correlation between the attributes. For enhancing the slicing algorithm, it has to be blended with the clustering techniques [15] .
In the vertical partitioning phase associated attributes are mixed collectively in one column. This preserves privacy and utility. In the beginning, the data points are distributed in the data space. The grouping algorithm is functional for combination pertinent SA and for this reason reduces dimensionality. A new Advanced Clustering Algorithm (ACA) [4] for segregating the characteristics into supports is added that can successfully support in augmenting the grouping pace and hence limit the complexity concerned in computation. It keeps two data structures, former for containing the characteristics of groups and the latter for containing the lowest distance among the attributes. In this type of manner it could be exploited as a part of the subsequent cycle. Pearson correlation coefficient offers a degree of the correlation among the input terms. The correlation amongst the attributes is intended by, The value varies between -1 to 1. The distance amongst two attributes is specified by 1 (X,Y) 2
If the distance is least or equal, then the characteristic will keep on in its cluster which was allocated to it in the previous sequence. By this method, there is no motivation to calculate the distance from this characteristic group to the subsequent k-1 groups, thus reducing the dispensation time till the k-1 cluster emphases. Besides, the separation from the current group to all k groups is to be calculated and the neighboring group has to be positioned. This can increase the speed of grouping competently and minimize the computational difficulty. This procedure goes till the stop condition is accomplished. From the above algorithm, the tuples are segment into different bucket and those neighbor tuples are analyzed for further bucket formation processing. The work is based on the flashing behavior of firefly which has two important parameters: Intensity and attractiveness. It uses these features to identify similar tuples in a bucket. The intensity value is used to identify a sensitive tuple via an objective function. The attractiveness is calculated by fireflies' distance between the other fireflies by applying Minkowsi Distance measure. Based on the attractiveness the tuples are grouped into buckets while assuring l diversity in each bucket.
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
The research was executed in Java and approved out on a 3.3 GHz Intel Core processor with 20 GB hard disk and 3 GB RAM having Windows XP operating System.The recital of the procedure is confirmed in excess of the adult datasets attained from the OCC 7 which includes 7 attributes and the second dataset is the OCC-15 dataset, which includes all 15 attributes. In the first experiment, the performance metrics measured the classification accuracy of the anonymised data with the existing system. In the next experiment, privacy-utility tradeoff between the system proposed and the existing approaches is measured.
PERFORMANCE METRICS
The performance metrics measured the clustering accuracy of the anonymised data using the parameters: True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP), False Negative (FN), and Detection Accuracy (DA).
True positive (TP):
True Positive (TP) is the ratio of positive cases that were correctly 
PRIVACY / UTILITY
The proposed methodology analyzes the privacy-utility tradeoff between the system proposed and the existing fuzzy, translation, scaling and rotation approaches.
Privacy loss is adversary understands about the sensitive values of particular individuals from the anonymized data whereas utility loss is measured by the information loss about the sensitive values from the original data. We obtain a set of (Ploss, Uloss) pairs, one for each anonymized dataset. We design the (Ploss, Uloss) pairs on a 2-dimensional space, where the x-axis represents the privacy loss, Ploss and the y-axis represent the utility loss, Uloss.
The privacy loss for a tuple t is measured as the distance between S and P(s) where, S is the distribution of the sensitive attribute in the original table and P(s) is the distribution of the sensitive attribute in the anonymised table. We use the JSdivergence distance measure:
The utility of the anonymised data set is measured using aggregate query answering with the "COUNT" operator:
SELECT COUNT (*) FROM Table. WHERE vi1 ∈ Vi1 AND ... vidim ∈ Vidim AND s ∈ Vs where, vij are the quasi-identifier value for attribute and s is the sensitive attribute value. For each query, run the query on the original 
where, Q is the set of queries generated. Smaller errors indicate higher utility of the data. We randomly generate 1000 aggregate queries of the above form i.e., |Q| = 1000. When comparing the privacy and utility values of the existing method with the hybrid method, it clearly indicates that the proposed hybrid method provides better privacy and utility for the adult datasets. Among the three hybrid methods rotation function gives the lower utility. 
CONCLUSION
The important goal of this work is to preserve the SA attributes with three layered protection using HDT. The masked data are anonymised in addition using slicing algorithm to preserve confidentiality over horizontal and vertical segregating. We have analyzed different data transformation methods like fuzzy C means, translation, rotation and scaling upon two different datasets. On analysis, we found that our multiple objective optimization algorithms outperform the others and produced better result in terms of accuracy, utility and privacy. 
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